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Why?Why?

 Test hypothesesTest hypotheses

 Characteristic earthquakes, seismic gaps, elastic Characteristic earthquakes, seismic gaps, elastic 

rebound, segmentationrebound, segmentation

 Earthquakes triggered by static or dynamic Coulomb Earthquakes triggered by static or dynamic Coulomb 

stressstress

 Earthquake rate proportional to deformation rateEarthquake rate proportional to deformation rate

 Earthquakes clustered in space and timeEarthquakes clustered in space and time

 Maximum size limited by fault dimensionsMaximum size limited by fault dimensions

 FaultFault--based simulators can identify ripe faultsbased simulators can identify ripe faults



What to test?What to test?

 Future Catalog: Hypocenter Probability Future Catalog: Hypocenter Probability vsvs

location, time, magnitude, other?location, time, magnitude, other?

 MagnitudeMagnitude--Frequency distributionFrequency distribution

 Recurrence time of displacement at a pointRecurrence time of displacement at a point

 Recurrence time of events over magnitude Recurrence time of events over magnitude 

thresholdthreshold

 Pair statistics: epicentral distance, time, Pair statistics: epicentral distance, time, 

magnitude, focal mechanism.magnitude, focal mechanism.



Requirements for testingRequirements for testing

 Clear definitions: Clear definitions: 

 Magnitude: which scaleMagnitude: which scale

 Segment boundaries; uncertainty Segment boundaries; uncertainty 

 Rupture; lower threshold?Rupture; lower threshold?

 Recurrence; Recurrence; 

 Authoritative data:Authoritative data:

 Will exist for location, time, magnitude, focal mechanismWill exist for location, time, magnitude, focal mechanism

 Will not exist (?) for rupture extent and amountWill not exist (?) for rupture extent and amount

 Association rules: probability, or probability density, for every Association rules: probability, or probability density, for every 

possible future event.possible future event.

 Treat data limitations: Treat data limitations: 

 IncompletenessIncompleteness

 Hidden aftershocks and temporal resolution of catalogHidden aftershocks and temporal resolution of catalog



Nishenko’s Circum-Pacific Seismic Gap Model, 1991
Tables included characteristic magnitudes and probability estimates.



“Smoothed Seismicity” 

earthquake forecast 

(probability per unit time, 

per unit area, above a given 

magnitude threshold).



Why worry about testing now?Why worry about testing now?

 Thinking about testing is thinking about science: Thinking about testing is thinking about science: 

 What is the scope of my model?What is the scope of my model?

 What are my assumptionsWhat are my assumptions

 Avoid ambiguous definitions Avoid ambiguous definitions 

 “System level earthquake”“System level earthquake”

 “Characteristic earthquake”“Characteristic earthquake”

 “Earthquake Potential”“Earthquake Potential”

 “Aftershock”“Aftershock”

 “Background” earthquake“Background” earthquake



Fault assignments of California earthquakes, M6.5+, 1850+

From UCERF2





Comparing simulation models Comparing simulation models 

with paleoseismic datawith paleoseismic data
What counts as a "recurrence"?What counts as a "recurrence"?

a. rupture initiates on the named a. rupture initiates on the named 

segment?segment?

b. rupture includes all of named b. rupture includes all of named 

segment?segment?

c. rupture includes any part of named c. rupture includes any part of named 

segment?segment?



Comparing simulation models Comparing simulation models 

with paleoseismic datawith paleoseismic data
What are the rules for magnitude What are the rules for magnitude 

rounding? rounding? 

 Does a magnitude 6.95Does a magnitude 6.95

event count as 6.5+, or 7.0+? event count as 6.5+, or 7.0+? 

 If If paleopaleo data are rounded off, then data are rounded off, then 

simulated events should be treated the same.simulated events should be treated the same.

 Important issue in GR world; 0.5 magnitude Important issue in GR world; 0.5 magnitude 

units implies factor of 3 in frequencyunits implies factor of 3 in frequency



Sceptic’sSceptic’s DoubtsDoubts

Real earthquakes frequently off known Real earthquakes frequently off known 

faultsfaults

 Earthquake clustering is major featureEarthquake clustering is major feature

 Aftershocks an important featureAftershocks an important feature

 Depends on unknown rheology and fault Depends on unknown rheology and fault 

geometrygeometry

 The primary source of triggering stress The primary source of triggering stress 

may be small earthquakes, not large ones. may be small earthquakes, not large ones. 


